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1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to characterize strong randomness notions via Martin-Löf randomness.
In the literature, various randomness notions have been introduced for different motivations. The most commonly
accepted one is Martin-Löf randomness. Martin-Löf randomness has quite a number of nice properties. For example, van
Lambalgen’s theorem holds for Martin-Löf randomness, and it can be characterized by Kolmogorov complexity, etc. (these
results can be found in [5,18]). So we viewMartin-Löf randomness as the standard notion. By strong randomness notionswe
mean randomness notions stronger than Martin-Löf’s.
One of the goals of algorithmic randomness theory is to compare randomness notions. To do so we often need to
determine which randomness notion is stronger. But this is not all we want to know. We need to answer not only the
question which one is stronger, but also the question of how strong a notion is in an absolute sense. So we need to measure
the strength of randomness notions.
There aremanyways to do this. For example, by comparing the Kolmogorov complexity of randomness notions, onemay
compare their strength. But there are two flaws in the Kolmogorov complexity: One is that it is difficult to describe the exact
Kolmogorov complexity of a randomness notion. The only successful example is the characterization of ∅′-randomness by
the prefix free Kolmogorov complexity (see [13]). Moreover, for some randomness notions, we do not even know whether
they are closed upward in the K -degrees; Another one is many randomness notions cannot be classified level by level.
For example, Chaitin’s Ω is Martin-Löf random but not ∅′-random. However, every ∅′-random real has an incomparable
K -degree withΩ (see [15]).
In this paper, we propose a general way to measure the strength of randomness notions. Because randomness notions
weaker thanMartin-Löf’s have unusual properties and are often not, at least inmy opinion, considered as ‘‘real randomness’’,
we focus on the stronger ones. The proposed way is to characterize strong randomness notions via Martin-Löf randomness.
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In other words, given a randomness notion A stronger than Martin-Löf randomness, can it be described precisely in terms
of Martin-Löf randomness relativized to oracles? If this can be done, then we may transfer the study of A to the studying
of the sets of oracles corresponding to A . Let us use ∆(A ) to denote a set of oracles corresponding to A . So the question
can be translated into the question how powerful the reals in ∆(A ) are. Or, which Turing degrees are in ∆(A )? Then we
may apply results in computability theory, which is well developed, to study algorithmic randomness theory. This kind
of characterization has some advantages. For example, by a careful selection of ∆(A ), we may obtain a Kolmogorov
complexity characterization of A (see Section 3.3). Moreover, such characterizations also help to clarify the relationship
between lowness andhighness properties (see Proposition 3.5) and study the structure of LR-degrees (such results are spread
throughout the paper).
We organize the paper as follows: In Section 2, we review the definitions and notation; In Section 3, we introduce two
concrete methods to characterize strong randomness notions by Martin-Löf randomness; In Section 4 , we study Π-type
characterization for ∅′-Schnorr randomness; In Section 5, by putting all the previous results together, we give a Σ-type
characterization for ∅′-Schnorr randomness. We finish the paper by giving some remarks about characterizing other strong
randomness notions.
2. Preliminaries
Mostly we follow the terminology and notions from [5]. For facts in algorithmic randomness theory, we refer the reader
to [5,18], and for computability theory, to [20,12].
A real x is an element in Cantor space. Given a set of reals U , we let µ(A) denote the Lebesgue measure of U . We let
x⊕ y = {n | ∃m ∈ x(n = 2m) ∨ ∃m ∈ y(n = 2m+ 1)}, and⊕i∈ωzi = {⟨i, n⟩ | n ∈ zi}.
Given reals x and y, we denote by x =∗ y that x(n) = y(n) for co-finitely many n.
For any partial computable functionΦ , we useΦ(n)[s] to denote the n-th value ofΦ at stage s (if it is defined; otherwise,
we use Φ(n)[s] ↑ to denote that it is undefined). Given a c.e. set U , we use U[s] to denote the state of U enumerated up to
stage s. For a real x, we let x′ denote the Turing jump of x. We say that x is low if x′ ≡T ∅′.
Given reals x and y, we say that x is c.e. traceable by y if for every function f ≤T x, there is a uniformly y-c.e sequence
{Te}e∈ω and a computable function h so that for every e, |Te| ≤ h(e) and f (e) ∈ Te.
A Schnorr-test is a uniformly c.e. sequence of open sets {Un}n∈ω so that µ(Un) = 2−n. A real x is Schnorr random if and
only if for any Schnorr test {Un}n∈ω , x ∉n Un.
A Martin-Löf test is a uniformly c.e. sequence of open sets {Un}n∈ω so thatµ(Un) < 2−n for every n. A real x is Martin-Löf
random (or 1-random) if for every Martin-Löf test {Un}n∈ω , x ∉ n∈ω Un. There exists a universal Martin-Löf test. A very
special Martin-Löf random real is Chaitin’sΩ .
A generalized Martin-Löf test is a uniformly c.e. sequence of open sets {Un}n∈ω such that limn→∞ µ(Un) = 0 for every n.
A real x is weakly-2-random if for every generalized Martin-Löf test {Un}n∈ω , x ∉n∈ω Un. There is no universal generalized
Martin-Löf test.
We use ML, W2R, Sch to denote the collection of Martin-Löf random, weakly-2-random and Schnorr random reals
respectively.
All these notions can be relativized. We use x-randomness to denote Martin-Löf randomness relativized to x. We write
x ≤LR y if every y-random real is x-random.
Given two randomness notions R and S, we let
Low(R, S) = {x | R ⊆ S(x)}
and
High(R, S) = {x | R(x) ⊆ S},
where R(x) and S(x) denote R, S relativized to x respectively.
We use C and K to denote Kolmogorov complexity and prefix free Kolmogorov complexity respectively.
⟨·, ·⟩ is a recursive 1-1 onto function from ω × ω to ω so that for every pair ⟨i, j⟩, ⟨i, j⟩ ≤ max{i3, j3}. We also define
⟨·, ·, ·⟩ = ⟨·, ⟨·, ·⟩⟩. We identify an open set U as a prefix-free subset of 2<ω . We also identify a finite string σ ∈ 2<ω as a
natural number.
3. Two methods to characterize strong randomness notions
3.1. Π-type characterization
The first method is aΠ-type characterization.
Definition 3.1. Given a randomness notion A stronger than Martin-Löf randomness, we use F(A ) to denote the collection
of all the classes Rwhich have the property that for every real z, z ∈ A if and only if for every real x ∈ R, z ∈ ML(x).
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Intuitively, every class R ∈ F(A ) characterizes randomness notion A . For example, let A = ML, then the Turing degree
0 = {x | x is computable} belongs to F(ML). Note that F(A )may be empty even ifA is stronger thanML (see the discussion
in Section 6).
Suppose that F(A ) is not empty, then may pick up a special class from F(A ).
LetR = 
R∈F(A )
R.
Then it is clear thatR ∈ F(A ). SoR is the largest member in F(A ). Thus we may use the unique setR to characterize A .
This defines a partial mapΠ from strong randomness notions to sets of reals so that
Π(A ) =R.
There are two problems about the mapΠ . The first is thatΠ(A )may not exist. Obviously for any randomness notion A
weaker than ML,Π(A ) is undefined. The second is about the complexity ofΠ(A ). By the definition ofΠ(A ),Π(A ) does
not appear to be second order arithmetical definable. So even Π(A ) is defined, Π(A ) may be rather complicated. But we
have a better calculation of the complexity ofΠ(A ).
Proposition 3.2. IfΠ(A ) exists, then
(1) If R ∈ F(A ) and x ≤LR y for some y ∈ R, then R ∪ {x} ∈ F(A );
(2) Π(A ) = Low(A ,ML).
Proof. Suppose thatΠ(A ) exists.
For (1). Obviously.
For (2). ClearlyΠ(A ) ⊆ Low(A ,ML).
For any R ∈ F(A ) and x ∈ Low(A ,ML), we have that R ∪ {x} ∈ F(A ). SoΠ(A ) = Low(A ,ML). 
So if A is Σ11 , then Π(A ) is Π
1
1 . In some special cases, Π(A ) can be fairly simple. For example, the set KT = {x |
x is K -trvial. } is arithmetical. But KT = Low(ML,ML) (see [17]). SoΠ(ML) is arithmetical.
3.2. Σ-type characterization
The second method is aΣ-type characterization.
Definition 3.3. Given a strong randomness notion A , we use G(A ) to denote the collection of all the classes Rwhich have
the property that for every real z, z ∈ A if and only if for there exists some real x ∈ R such that z ∈ ML(x).
For example, the Turing degree 0 = {x | x is computable} belongs to G(ML) as well. Note that G(A )maybe empty.
Suppose that G(A ) is not empty. Then we may pick up a special class from G(A ).
LetR = 
R∈G(A )
R.
Then it is clear thatR ∈ G(A ). SoR is the largest member in G(A ). So from the randomness notion A , we may find the
unique setR to characterize A . This defines a partial mapΣ from strong randomness notions to sets of reals so that
Σ(A ) =R.
Proposition 3.4. IfΣ(A ) exists, then
(1) If R ∈ G(A ) and y ≤LR x for some y ∈ R, then R ∪ {x} ∈ G(A );
(2) Σ(A ) = High(ML,A ).
Proof. Suppose that Σ(A ) exists. (1) is obvious. For (2), clearly Σ(A ) ⊆ High(ML,A ). For any R ∈ Σ(A ) and x ∈
High(ML,A ), we have that R ∪ {x} ∈ F(A ). SoΣ(A ) = High(ML,A ). 
So if A isΠ11 , thenΣ(A ) isΠ
1
1 . In some special cases,Σ(A ) can be fairly simple. For example, 2
ω = High(ML,ML). So
Σ(ML) is arithmetical.
The following proposition builds a connection betweenΣ(A ) andΠ(A ).
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that both Σ(A ) and Π(A ) are defined. Then a real x ∈ Σ(A ) if and only if for every y ∈ Π(A ),
y ≤LR x.
Proof. If x ∈ Σ(A ), then every x-random real z belongs to A . So z must be y-random for every y ∈ Π(A ). Thus x ≥T y for
every y ∈ Π(A ).
If every y ∈ Π(A ), y ≤LR x. Then every x-random real must belong to A . In other words, x ∈ High(ML,A ). By
Proposition 3.4, x ∈ Σ(A ). 
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3.3. Characterizing randomness via Kolmogorov complexity
In [14], it was asked whether some randomness notions can be characterized by Kolmogorov complexity and whether
they are closed upwards in the K -degrees or C-degrees. In [9], Hölzl et al. prove a number of results related. But their
characterization is not very satisfactory. Some of their characterizations do not even guarantee the upward closedness in the
K -degrees. For example, it is not even clear, according to their characterization, whether ML(∅′), a very simple randomness
notion, is upward closed in the K -degrees. Here we give a program to answer these questions by applying the previous
results.
We need the following result.
Theorem 3.6 (Miller and Yu [15]). x ⊕ y is Martin-Löf random if and only if there is a constant c such that for every n,
K(x  n)+ C(y  n) ≥ 2n− c.
By applying Theorem 3.6 and the previous discussions, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.7. Given a randomness notion A stronger thanML. Suppose R ⊆ ML, then
(1) If R ∈ F(A ), then x ∈ A if and only if for every y ∈ R, there is a constant c so that for every n, K(x  n) ≥ 2n− C(y  n)− c;
(2) If R ∈ G(A ), then x ∈ A if and only if there is some y ∈ R and a constant c so that for every n, K(x  n) ≥ 2n− C(y  n)− c.
In either case, A is closed upward in the K-degrees.
Proof. Suppose R ⊆ ML.
For (1). Suppose that R ∈ F(A ). By van Lambalgen’s Theorem, x ∈ A if and only if for every y ∈ R, x ⊕ y is Martin-Löf
random and so, by Theorem 3.6, if and only if there is a constant c so that for every n, K(x  n) ≥ 2n − C(y  n) − c. So if
z ≥K x, then z ⊕ y is Martin-Löf random for every y ∈ R. Thus z ∈ A .
For (2). Then x ∈ A if and only if there is a y ∈ R, x⊕ y is Martin-Löf random and so, by Theorem 3.6, if and only if there
is a constant c so that for every n, K(x  n) ≥ 2n − C(y  n) − c. So if z ≥K x, then z ⊕ y is Martin-Löf random for some
y ∈ R. Thus z ∈ A . 
It is clear that Proposition 3.7 remains true if one interchanges K with C .
For example, {Ω} ∈ F(ML(∅′)) ∩ G(ML(∅′)), so ML(∅′) is closed upward in both the K -degrees and C-degrees.
In the subsequent sections, we apply the ideas in this section to study some strong randomness notions. In particular,
we obtain a complete characterization of ∅′-Schnorr randomness.
4. TheΠ-type characterization of ∅′-Schnorr randomness
In this section, we studyΠ(Sch(∅′)) by applying the methods in Section 3.
4.1. The collection of low reals belongs to F(Sch(∅′))
We show that F(Sch(∅′)) is not empty.
Theorem 4.1. For every ∅′-Schnorr test {U∅′e }e∈ω , there is a real z with z ′ ≤T ∅′ such that there is z-Martin-Löf-test {V ze }e∈ω so
that

e∈ω V ze ⊇

e∈ω U∅
′
e .
Theorem 4.1 also follows the proof in Theorem 4.5. But we give a proof of Theorem 4.1 as a warm-up for the proof of
Theorem 4.5. Moreover, the proof here is more flexible than there.1
Proof. We prove that for every ∅′-Schnorr test {U∅′e }e∈ω , there is a real z with z ′ ≤T ∅′ such that there is z-Martin-Löf-test
{V ze }e∈ω so that

e∈ω V ze ⊇

e∈ω U∅
′
e .
The proof is by a finite injury argument.
We will describe the strategies and leave the rest to the reader.
We build a low real z and z-Martin-Löf test {V ze }e∈ω by a full approximation priority argument. We need to satisfy two
kinds of requirements:
Ne:∃∞sΦzse (e)[s] ↓ =⇒ Φze (e) ↓;
Pe: U∅
′
2e ⊆ V ze .
It is easy to see that if all the Ne’s are satisfied, then z ′ ≤T ∅′ (see [20]).
1 For example, one may combine it with genericity requirements: Higuchi [8] has proved that the real z in Theorem 4.1 can be made 1-generic.
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To satisfy Pe, we need to decompose Pe into infinitely many subrequirements P⟨e,n⟩. For every e, n, let
U∅
′
e  n = U∅
′
e ∩ 2≤l
e
n = {σ | |σ | ≤ len ∧ σ ∈ U∅
′
e }
where len is the least number l such that µ(U
∅′
e ∩ 2≤l) > 2−e(1− 2−2n). It is obvious that U∅′e  n ⊆ U∅′e  (n+ 1) for every
n. Notice that since {U∅′e }e∈ω is a ∅′-Schnorr test, we may ∅′-recursively find len for every n and e.
So there is a computable function f : ω × 2<ω × ω2 → 2 so that for every e, n and σ ,
(1) lims f (e, σ , s, n) = 0 or 1;
(2) lims f (e, σ , s, n) = 1 if and only if σ ∈ U∅′e  n.
Set
P⟨e,n⟩ : U∅′2e  n ⊆ V ze .
It suffices to satisfy those P⟨e,n⟩’s so that e ≤ n. Thenwemay set the priority list asNe < P⟨0,e⟩ < P⟨1,e⟩ < · · · P⟨e,e⟩ < Ne+1,
e ∈ ω.
As in the usual finite injury argument, we build a restriction function r(e, s) > φzse (e) for every negative requirement Ne
at every stage ewhere φzse (e) is the use function ofΦ
zs
e (e)[s]. Set
R(e, s) =
−
i≤e
r(i, s).
At stage s,Ne requires attention ifΦzse (e)[s] ↓ butNe has not received attention after it has been initialized (if ever) before
stage s. Then Ne sets up a restriction r(e, s).
At every stage s, for every e, n, let
U∅
′
s
e [s]  n = U∅
′
s
e [s] ∩ 2≤len[s] = {σ ∈ 2<ω | |σ | ≤ len[s] ∧ σ ∈ U∅
′
s
e [s]}
where len[s] is the least number l such that µ(U∅
′
s
e [s] ∩ 2≤l) > 2−e(1 − 2−2n). Obviously lims len[s] = lem. Obviously
U∅
′
s
e [s]  n ⊆ U∅
′
s
e [s]  (n+ 1) for every n.
The basic strategy for P⟨e,n⟩ is: At any stage s, for each σ , there is a follower ⟨2e, σ , ts⟩ attached to σ . If σ enters
U∅
′
s
2e [s]  n− U∅
′
s
2e [s]  (n− 1) (i.e. f (2e, σ , s, n) = 1 but f (2e, σ , s, n′) = 0 for all n′ < n), then we set zs(⟨2e, σ , ts⟩) = 1. If σ
exits U∅
′
s
2e [s]  n (i.e. f (2e, σ , s, n) = 0), then we set zs(⟨2e, σ , ts⟩) = 0. So we may define V zse [s] = {σ | zs(⟨2e, σ , ts⟩) = 1}
and V ze = {σ | ∃s(z(⟨2e, σ , ts⟩) = 1)}.
The rule attributing a follower to P⟨e,n⟩ at stage s is: For any σ with len[s] ≥ |σ | > len−1[s], if either there is not a follower
attributed to σ at stage s− 1 or the follower attributed at s− 1 was initialized, we attribute a new follower ⟨2e, σ , ts⟩ to σ
such that ts greater than all the parameters mentioned in the higher priority requirements no later than stage s; otherwise,
we keep the older attributed follower being unchanged by setting ts = ts−1.
P⟨e,n⟩ requires attention at stage s if either
(1) σ enters U∅
′
s
2e [s]  n− U∅
′
s
2e [s]  (n− 1) but zs(⟨2e, σ , ts⟩) = 0. The action is to zs+1(⟨2e, σ , ts⟩) = 1; or
(2) σ exits U∅
′
s
2e [s]  n but zs(⟨2e, σ , ts⟩) = 1. The action is to zs+1(⟨2e, σ , ts⟩) = 0.
To avoid the confliction between P⟨e0,n0⟩ and P⟨e1,n1⟩, say P⟨e0,n0⟩ < P⟨e1,n1⟩, we initialize all the parameters for P⟨e1,n1⟩ and
set zs+1(⟨2e1 , σ , ts⟩) = 0 for any parameter ⟨2e1 , σ , ts⟩ for P⟨e1,n1⟩ once upon P⟨e0,n0⟩ receives attention. This cannot happen
infinitely often by the property of f and {U∅′e }e∈ω .
Notice that there are at most 2−2e−(2n−1) measure of Clopen sets which can be put into V ze by P⟨e,n⟩ for any pair ⟨e, n⟩.
Since {U∅′e }e∈ω is a ∅′-Schnorr test, by a usual finite injury argument, it is easy to show that Ne will be injured at most
finitely many times for every e. Thus Ne is satisfied and so z must be low.
For each P⟨e,n⟩ with n ≥ e, there are n many negative requirements {Nk}k≤n having higher priority than P⟨e,n⟩. For each
k ≤ n, once Nk set up a restriction r(k, s), then P⟨e,n⟩ cannot change its parameters less than R(k, s) anymore until some
P⟨e′,n′⟩ higher than Nk receives attention. So P⟨e,n⟩ may make at most 2n-times mistakes by putting Clopen sets into U zn . The
measure of the sum of these mistakes is no more than 2n · 2−2e−2n+1. Thus for e ≥ 2,
µ(V ze ) ≤
−
n∈ω
(2n) · 2−2e−2n+1 ≤
−
n∈ω
2−2
e−n+1 = 2−2e+2 ≤ 2−e.
So {V ze }e≥2 is a z-Martin-Löf test. By the definition of V ze , U∅′2e ⊆ V ze for every e. So

e∈ω U∅
′
e ⊆

e∈ω V ze .
This completes the proof. 
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Corollary 4.2. 2 For any reals x ≥T ∅′ and z, the followings are equivalent:
(1) z is x-Schnorr random;
(2) For any real y with y′ ≤T x, z is weakly-2-random relativized to y;
(3) For any real y with y′ ≤T x, z is Martin-Löf-random relativized to y.
So Lx = {y | y′ ≡T x} belongs to F(Sch(x)).
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2): Suppose that y′ ≤T x and z ∈ {Uye }e∈ω is a generalized Martin-Löf test relativized to y. Since the
statement ‘‘µ(Uye ) > p’’ isΣ01 (y)when p ranges over rationals and e ranges over ω, it is not difficult to see that {Ue}ye∈ω can
be covered by a Schnorr test relativized to x. So z must be weakly-2-random relativized to y
(2) =⇒ (3) is obvious.
We show that (3) =⇒ (1). Since x ≥T ∅′, there is a real z0 ≤T x so that z ′0 ≡T x. Relativizing the proof of Theorem 4.1 to
z0, every x-Schnorr random real is Martin-Löf-random relativized to y for some ywith z0 ≤ y and y′ ≤T x. 
It should be pointed out that ∅′ is the least Turing degree in High(Sch,ML) (see [6]). So Corollary 4.2 characterizes all the
relativized Schnorr randomness stronger than Martin-Löf randomness.
We give an application of Theorem 4.1 to LR-degrees.
Corollary 4.3. For any pair of low reals x and y, there is a low real z ≥LR x, y.
Proof. It is easy to see that given any two low reals x and y and universal x- and y-Martin-Löf test {V xn }n∈ω and {V yn }n∈ω ,
there is a ∅′-Schnorr test {U∅′n }n∈ω so that

n∈ω U∅
′
n ⊃

n∈ω V xn ∪

n∈ω V
y
n . Then by Theorem 4.1, there is a real z with
z ′ ≤T ∅′ such that there is a z-Martin-Löf-test {V zn }n∈ω so that

n∈ω V zn ⊇

n∈ω U∅
′
n . So every z-random real is both x- and
y-random. 
Diamondstone has proved the following stronger result by a direct argument.
Theorem 4.4 (Diamondstone [3]). For any pair of low reals x and y, there is a low c.e. real z ≥LR x, y.
4.2. On low random reals
Theorem 4.5. For every low real z, there is a low random real x ≥LR z.
The proof of Theorem4.5 is a combination of Kučera’s codingwith the proof of the lowbasis theorem.Weneed a technical
lemma.
Lemma 4.6 (Kučera [11] and Gács [7], see Lemma 3.3.1 in [18]). Suppose T ⊆ 2<ω is a tree and σ ∈ 2<ω . Ifµ(T  σ) ≥ 2−r−|σ |
for some r ∈ ω where T  σ = {τ ∈ T | τ ≺ σ ∨ τ ≻ σ }. Then there are two distinct strings σ0, σ1 ≻ σ with
|σ0| = |σ1| = |σ | + r + 1 so that µ(T  σi) > 2−r−1−|σi| for i = 0, 1.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. If z is low and {U zn}n∈ω is a z-Martin-Löf test, then there must exist a ∅′-Schnorr test {U∅′n }n∈ω so that
n∈ωU zn ⊆ n∈ω U zn . So it is sufficient to prove that for every ∅′-Schnorr test {U∅′n }n∈ω , there is a low random real x and an
x-Martin-Löf test {V xn }n∈ω so that for every n, U∅′2n ⊆ V xn .
Fix a computable tree T ⊆ 2<ω so that [T ] = {x ∈ 2ω | ∀n(x  n ∈ T )} only contains Martin-Löf random reals. We may
assume that µ([T ]) > 2−1.
For every e, let Qe = {σ ∈ 2<ω | Φσe (e)[|σ |] ↑} be a computable tree. Let f : ω → P<ω(2<ω) be a computable bijection
where P<ω(2<ω) is the collection of all finite subsets of 2<ω .
Since {U∅′e }e∈ω is a ∅′-Schnorr test, there is a ∅′-computable function g : ω × ω → ω so that for any two numbers e, n,
g(e, n) is the unique numberm so that
f (m) = U∅′e  n− U∅
′
e  (n− 1)
where U∅′e  n is a finite subset so that
U∅
′
e  n = U∅
′
e ∩ 2≤l
e
n = {σ ∈ 2<ω | |σ | ≤ len ∧ σ ∈ U∅
′
e }
where len is the least number l such that µ(U
∅′
e ∩ 2l) > 2−e(1− 2−2n). Note that µ(f (m)) ≤ 2−e−2n+1.
We do the coding construction. It is essentially an effective forcing argument.
At level 0, let T0 = T , σ0 = λ, r0 = 1.
Suppose at level s, we have the following parameters: Ts is a computable tree; σs ∈ 2<ω so that |σs| ≥ s and for every
τ ∈ Ts, either τ ≻ σs or τ ≺ σs; rs is a natural number so that µ(Ts) > 2−rs .
At level s+ 1, check whether µ([Qs] ∩ [Ts]) ≥ 2−rs−1.
2 Mr. Peng, in his Master Thesis [19], studied the so-called L-randomness, which is the collection of random reals relativized to all low reals.
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Case (1): No. Then µ([Ts])− µ([Qs] ∩ [Ts]) ≥ 2−rs−1. Since Us = 2ω − Qs is a c.e. open set, we may let t be the least level so
that µ(Us[t] ∩ [Ts]) ≥ 2−rs−2. Let
T 1s = Ts ∩ {σ | ∃τ(τ ∈ Us[t] ∧ (σ ≻ τ ∨ σ ≺ τ)}
be a computable tree. Then µ(T 1s ) ≥ 2−rs−2. Pick up the unique pair js and ns so that ⟨js, ns⟩ = s. Let es = 2js . Set
rs + 3 + |σs| = r s0 < r s1 < r s2 < · · · < r sg(es,ns) to be a finite sequence so that r si+1 = r si + rs + 4 + i for every i < g(es, ns).
Note that
µ(T 1s  σs) = µ(T 1s ) ≥ 2−rs−2 ≥ 2−(rs+2)−|σs|.
By Lemma 4.6, it is not difficult to see that there is a finite sequence σs ≺ τ0 ≺ τ1 ≺ · · · ≺ τg(es,ns) such that
(1) ∀i ≤ g(es, ns)(|τi| = r si );
(2) τ0 is the leftmost τ ∈ T 1s such that σs ≺ τ of length r s0 has the property that µ(T 1s  τ) > 2−rs−3−|τ |;
(3) ∀i < g(es, ns) − 1, τi+1 is the leftmost τ ∈ T 1s such that τi ≺ τ of length r si+1 has the property that µ(T 1s  τ) >
2−rs−4−i−|τ |;
(4) τg(es,ns) is the rightmost τ ∈ T 1s such that τg(es,ns)−1 ≺ τ of length r sg(es,ns) has the property that µ(T 1s  τ) >
2−rs−3−g(es,ns)−|τ |.
Let σs+1 = τg(es,ns), Ts+1 = T 1s  σs+1 and rs+1 = rs + 3+ g(es, ns)+ |σs+1|.
Case (2): Yes. Then let T 1s = Qs ∩ Ts be a computable tree. Note that µ(T 1s ) ≥ 2−rs−1 > 2−rs−2. Then we perform the same
construction as in Case (1).
Let σs+1 = τg(es,ns), Ts+1 = T 1s  σs+1 and rs+1 = rs + 3+ g(es, ns)+ |σs+1|.
This finishes the construction at level s+ 1.
Obviously σs ≺ σs+1 for all s. Let x =s∈ω σs.
The construction is ∅′-computable, so x ≤T ∅′. Moreover, to checkwhetherΦxe (e) ↑ or not, one just needs to checkwhich
case applied at level e+ 1 in the construction. Again, this is ∅′-decidable. So x′ ≤T ∅′.
Nowweconstruct an x-Martin-Löf test {V xn }n∈ω so that for everyn,U∅′2n ⊆ V xn . To do this,wedecode the coding construction
using x.
At level 0, let T 00 = T , σ 00 = λ and r00 = 1. And put nothing into V xn for every n. For any level s ≥ 0, we always keep these
parameters unchanged.
For any computable tree T , define µ(T [s]), the measure of T at level s, to be 2−s · |{σ ∈ 2s | σ ∈ T }|.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that µ(T 0s [s]) > 2−r0s −1 for every s ≥ 0.
Suppose at level s, we have the following parameters: a finite sequence of numbers {r is}i≤s; {T is}i≤s is a finite sequence of
computable tree so that µ(T is[s]) > 2−r is and T i+1s ⊆ T is for every i ≤ s; σ is ≺ x so that |σ is | ≥ s and for every τ ∈ T is , either
τ ′ ≻ σ ′s or τ ≺ σ ′s . Note that it is not necessary that for every i ≤ s, the parameters corresponding to i are defined. Some of
them may be void. We also have a finite string νs ∈ 2s so that for each i ≥ 0, νs(i) = 0 if and only if µ(Qi ∩ T is[s]) ≥ 2−r is−1.
At level s+ 1, check whether there is some i ≤ s so that the parameters corresponding to i are defined and νs(i) = 0 but
µ(Qi ∩ T is[s+ 1]) < 2−r is−1.
Case (1): Yes. Thenwe say that j is injured at level s+1 for every j > i. Pick up the least such i and initialize all the parameters
for every jwith j > i. Then we set up νs+1(i) = 1.
Thenµ(T is[s])−µ(Qi∩ T is[s]) ≥ 2−r is−1. Let Ui be a c.e. open set which is the complement of Qi. Then let t ≤ s be the least
level so that µ(Ui[t] ∩ Ts[s]) ≥ 2−r is−2. Let
T 1,is = T is ∩ {σ | ∃τ(τ ∈ Us[t] ∧ (σ ≻ τ ∨ σ ≺ τ)}
be a computable tree so that µ(T 1,is [s]) ≥ 2−r is−2. Pick up the unique pair ji and ni so that ⟨ji, ni⟩ = i. Let ei = 2ji . We try to
x-computably find a finite sequence σ is ≺ τ0 ≺ τ1 ≺ · · · ≺ τk ≺ x such that
(1) |τ0| = |σ is | + 3+ r is;
(2) ∀j < k− 1(|τj+1| = |τj| + |σ is | + 4+ j);
(3) τ0 is the leftmost τ ∈ T 1,is such that σs ≺ τ of length |τ0| has the property that µ(T 1,is  τ [s]) > 2−r is−3−|τ |;
(4) ∀i < k − 1, τi+1 is the leftmost τ ∈ T 1,is such that τi ≺ τ of length |τ + i+ 1| has the property that µ(T 1,is  τ [s]) >
2−r is−4−i−|τ |;
(5) τk is the rightmost τ ∈ T 1,is such that τk−1 ≺ τ of length |τk| has the property that µ(T 1,is  τ [s]) > 2−r is−3−k−|τ |.
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If these parameters can be found, then we just let σ i+1s+1 = τk, T i+1s+1 = T 1,is  σs+1, r i+1s+1 = |σs| + k and νs+1(i) = 1. Put all
σ ∈ f (k) into V xji ifµ(f (k)) < 2−ei−2
ni+1; Otherwise, we cancel all the parameters defined for i and go to the next level. Keep
all the parameters corresponding to i′ ≤ i unchanged.
Case (2): No. Then for every i ≤ s, if the parameters corresponding to i are defined, then if νs(i) = 0 then µ(Qi ∩ T is[s]) ≥
2−r is−1. But by the construction, if νs(i) = 1 then µ(Qi ∩ T is[s]) < 2−r is−1 (since ‘‘µ(Qi ∩ T is) < 2−r is−1’’ is aΣ01 -fact). Thus, in
this case, if the parameters corresponding to i are defined, then νs(i) = 0 if and only if µ(Qi ∩ T is[s]) ≥ 2−r is−1.
Case (2.1). Every i ≤ s is defined. Then keep the parameters for i = s+ 1 undefined (the slow down construction is to avoid
duplicate construction).
Case (2.2). Otherwise, pick up the least i ≤ s so that the parameters corresponding to i are undefined. There are two subcases:
Case (2.2.1) νs(i − 1) = 1. Then µ(Qi−1 ∩ T i−1s [s + 1]) < 2−r
i−1
s −1. Then just do the same to the construction as
in Case (1) by replacing i with i− 1. We can define the parameters corresponding to i and put σ ∈ f (k) into V xji if
µ(f (k)) < 2−ei−2ni+1.
Case (2.2.2) νs(i−1) = 0. Thenµ(Qi−1∩ T i−1s [s+1]) ≥ 2−r
i−1
s −1. Then let T 1,i−1s = Qs∩ T i−1s be a computable tree.
Note that µ(T 1,i−1s [s + 1]) ≥ 2−rs−1 > 2−rs−2. Then we perform the same construction as in Case (2.2.1), define
the corresponding the parameters to i and put σ ∈ f (k) into V xji if µ(f (k)) < 2−ei−2
ni+1.
This finishes the decoding construction at level s+ 1. 
Obviously {V xn }nω is an x-c.e. sequence of open sets.
Lemma 4.7.
(1) For any i ∈ ω and level s, if νs(i) = 1 > 0 = νs+1(i), there must be some i′ < i so that νs(i′) ≠ νs+1(i′);
(2) For any i ∈ ω, |{s | νs(i) ≠ νs+1(i)}| ≤ 2i.
Proof. For (1). For any level s, if s is the first level so that νs(i) = 1, thenµ(Qi∩T is[s+1]) < 2−r is−1 and soµ(Qi∩T is) < 2−r is−1.
Thus for any level t > s, if the parameters corresponding to i are not initialized between any level s and t , then νt(i) = νs(i).
This means that νt(i) changes from 1 to 0 at any level t + 1 > s only if the parameters corresponding to i are initialized at
level t + 1. Thus there must be some i′ < i so that νt(i′) ≠ νt+1(i′).
(2) is immediate from (1). 
Lemma 4.8.
(1) For some j0, {V xj }j>j0 is an x-Martin Löf test;
(2) For every j, U∅′
2j
⊆ V xj .
Proof. For (1). For every j, at any level s + 1, we put something into Vj only if νs+1(in) ≠ νs(in) and in = ⟨j, n⟩ for some n.
Moreover, at each time, we put at most 2−2j−2n+1 measure of reals into V xj . By Lemma 4.7, if j is big enough, then
µ(V xj ) ≤
−
n∈ω
2in · 2−2j−2n+1 =
−
n≤j
2in · 2−2j−2n+1 +
−
n≥j
2in · 2−2j−2n+1
≤
−
n≤j
2j
3 · 2−2j−2n+1 +
−
n≥j
2n
3 · 2−2j−2n+1 ≤ 2−j.
So {V xj }j>j0 is an x-Martin Löf test for some big enough j0.
For (2). For any j and σ ∈ U∅′
2j
, let n be the unique number so that σ ∈ U∅′
2j
 n− U∅′
2j
 (n− 1). Let i = ⟨j, n⟩ and si be the
last level at which the parameters corresponding to i are defined. If σ ∈ V xj [si − 1], then we are done. Otherwise, we claim
that σ ∈ V xj [si]. Obviously, νt(k) = νsi(k) and T kt = T ksi for any k ≤ i and t ≥ si. Then, by an easy induction on k ≤ i, Tk, the
tree constructed at level k in the coding construction, is the same as T ksi for any k ≤ i. So T 1i = T 1,isi . Pick up the unique pair ji
and ni so that ⟨ji, ni⟩ = i. Let ei = 2ji . We may x-computably find a finite sequence σ is ≺ τ0 ≺ τ1 ≺ · · · ≺ τk ≺ x such that
(1) |τ0| = |σ is | + 3+ r is;
(2) ∀j < k− 1(|τj+1| = |τj| + |σ is | + 4+ j);
(3) τ0 is the leftmost τ ∈ T 1,is such that σs ≺ τ of length |τ0| has the property that µ(T 1,is  τ [s]) > 2−r is−3−|τ |;
(4) ∀i < k − 1, τi+1 is the leftmost τ ∈ T 1,is such that τi ≺ τ of length |τ + i+ 1| has the property that µ(T 1,is  τ [s]) >
2−r is−4−i−|τ |;
(5) τk is the rightmost τ ∈ T 1,is such that τk−1 ≺ τ of length |τk| has the property that µ(T 1,is  τ [s]) > 2−r is−3−k−|τ |.
By the coding construction, k is exactly g(j, n). So f (k) = f (g(j, n)) = U∅′
2j
 n−U∅′
2j
 (n− 1). By the decoding construction,
we put all the elements in f (k) into V xj at level si. So σ ∈ V xj [si]. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5.
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By Proposition 3.7 and Theorem 4.5, we have the following conclusion.
Corollary 4.9. ML ∩ {x | x′ ≡T ∅′} ∈ F(Sch(∅′)). So Sch(∅′) is closed upward in the both K-degrees and C-degrees.
Proof. Obviously every ∅′-Schnorr random is x-Martin-Löf random for every x ∈ ML ∩ {y | y′ ≡T ∅′}. Moreover, by
Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.2, if z is x-Martin-Löf random for every x ∈ ML ∩ {y | y′ ≡T ∅′}, then z must be ∅′-Schnorr
random. So ML ∩ {y | y′ ≡T ∅′} ∈ F(Sch(∅′)).
By Proposition 3.7, Sch(∅′) is closed upward in both the K -degrees and C-degrees. 
By the relativization of the proof of Theorem 4.5, we have the following results.
Corollary 4.10. Suppose both x and z are low, then there is a z-random real y so that y⊕ z is low and y⊕ z ≥LR x.
Corollary 4.11. There is a sequence of reals {zn}n∈ω so that for every n,
(1) zn+1 is⊕i≤nzi-random;
(2) ⊕i≤nzi is low;
(3) z = ⊕i∈ωzi is LR-above all the low reals.
4.3. OnΠ(Sch(∅′))
We characterizeΠ(Sch(∅′)).
Before proceeding with the proof, we need the following technique theorems.
Theorem 4.12 (Nies [18]). If y ≤T x′ and y ≤LR x, then y′ ≤T x′.
Theorem 4.13 (Kjos-Hanssen et al. [10]). For any two real x and y, x ≤LR y and x ≤T y′ if and only if for everyΠ01 (x) set P, there
is aΣ02 (y) set Q ⊆ P such that µ(Q ) = µ(P).
Let BL = {x | ∃z(z ′ ≡T ∅′ ∧ x ≤LR z)}. By Theorem 4.12, every∆02 real in BL is low.
We remark that BL contains lots of reals due to the following theorem.
Theorem 4.14 (Barmpalias et al. [1]). There is a c.e. real x with x′ ≤T ∅′ so that the set {z | z ≤LR x} contains a perfect Π01
subset.
Proposition 4.15. BL ∈ F(Sch(∅′)).
Proof. It is clear that if z ∈ Sch(∅′) and x ≤LR ywhere y is low, then z is Martin-Löf random relativized to x.
By Theorem 4.1, if z is Martin-Löf random relativized to x for every low real x, then z ∈ Sch(∅′). 
So F(Sch(∅′)) exists. We show that BL = Π(Sch(∅′)).
Theorem 4.16. If x ∉ BL, then there is a ∅′-Schnorr random real which is not x-random.
We use a forcing argument to prove Theorem 4.16.
Let P = (P,≤)where P is the collection ofΠ01 (y) set of reals having positive measure for some low real y. For P1, P2 ∈ P,
P1 ⊆ P2 if and only if P1 ≤ P2.
Lemma 4.17. For any low real y, the class
Dy = {P ∈ P | P only contains Martin-Löf random reals relativized to y ∧ µ(P) > 0}
is dense. In other words, for any P0 ∈ P, there is a Q ≤ P0 inDy.
Proof. Given a condition P0 ∈ P and a low real y0 so that P0 is Π01 (y0). By Theorem 4.3, there is a low real z so that every
z-random real is both y0- and y-random.
Let P be aΠ01 (y) set of reals so that P only contains y-random reals and µ(P ∩ P0) > µ(P0)2 . Note that y, y0 ≤T ∅′ ≡T z ′
and y, y0 ≤LR z. So by Theorem 4.13, there areΣ02 (z) setsQ ,Q0 ⊆ P such thatµ(Q ) = µ(Q0) = µ(P). Then there areΠ01 (z)
sets Q and Q0 so that
(1) Q0 ⊆ Q0 ⊆ P0 and Q ⊆ Q ⊆ P; and
(2) µ(P0 − Q0)+ µ(P − Q ) ≤ µ(P0)4 .
Let Q1 = Q ∩ Q0 ⊆ P ∩ P0 be aΠ01 (z) set of reals. Moreover,
µ(Q0 ∩ Q ) ≥ µ(P0 ∩ P)− (µ(P0 − Q0)+ µ(P − Q )) ≥ µ(P0)2 −
µ(P0)
4
= µ(P0)
4
.
Since Q1 ⊆ P has positive measure, we have that Q1 ∈ Dy and Q1 ≤ P0. 
We need a lemma due to Kučera.
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Lemma 4.18 (Kučera [11]). For anyΠ01 set of reals P and Martin-Löf random real x, there is a real y ∈ P so that x =∗ y.
Fix a universal x-Martin-Löf test {Uxn}n∈ω .
Lemma 4.19. For any n, the class
Dn = {P ∈ P | P ⊆ Uxn}
is dense.
Proof. Given a condition P0 ∈ P and a low real y0 so that P is Π01 (y0). Note that we may find a Π01 (y0) set P ′0 which only
contains y0-random reals and has a big enough measure so that µ(P0 ∩ P ′0) > 0. So we may assume that P0 only contains
y0-random reals. Note that for every y0-random real z, there is a real z0 ∈ P0 so that z =∗ z0.
Since x ≰LR y0, there must be a y0-random real which is not x-random.We claim that for every i, Uxi ∩ P0 ≠ ∅. Otherwise,
there is some i so that Uxi ∩ P0 = ∅. Since {Uxi }i∈ω is a universal x-Martin-Löf test, every real in P0 is x-random. Since, by
Lemma 4.18, for every real z, there is a real z0 ∈ P0 so that z =∗ z0, then zmust be x-random. Thus x ≤LR y0 which contradicts
x ≰LR y0.
So theremust be some σ with [σ ] ⊆ Uxn but [σ ]∩P0 ≠ ∅. Let P = [σ ]∩P0. Since P isΠ01 (y0) and only contains y0-random
reals, µ(P) > 0. Then P ∈ Dn. 
So if g , as a generic real corresponding to P, meets all the previous dense sets, then g must be (by Lemma 4.17) y-random
for every low real y but not (by Lemma 4.19) x-random.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.16.
By Proposition 3.2, we have the following result.
Corollary 4.20. BL = Π(Sch(∅′)) = Low(Sch(∅′),ML).
5. TheΣ-type characterization of ∅′-Schnorr randomness
In this section, we studyΣ(Sch(∅′)) by applying the methods in Section 3.
We need a technique result due to Miyabe.
Theorem 5.1 (Miyabe [16]). Given a sequence reals {zn}nω so that for every n, zn+1 is⊕i≤nzi-random. Then there is a sequence
{z∗n }n∈ω so that for every n, z∗n =∗ zn and z∗ = ⊕n∈ωz∗n is Martin-Löf random.
Barmpalias, Miller and Nies give a characterization of High(Sch(∅′),ML).
Theorem 5.2 (Barmpalias et al. [2]). For any real x, x ∈ High(ML, Sch(∅′)) if and only if ∅′ is c.e. traceable by x.
Then we have the following result characterizing the reals LR-above all the low reals.
Corollary 5.3. A real z is an upper bound of the collection of low LR-degrees if and only if ∅′ is c.e. traceable by z.
Proof. By Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 3.5, z is an upper bound of the collection of low LR-degrees if and only if z ∈
High(ML, Sch(∅′)). Then, by Theorem 5.2, z ∈ High(ML, Sch(∅′)) if and only if ∅′ is c.e. traceable by z. 
Finally by putting all the previous results together, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. (1) ML ∩ High(ML, Sch(∅′)) ∈ G(Sch(∅′));
(2) Σ(Sch(∅′)) = High(ML, Sch(∅′)).
Proof. For (1). It suffices to show that for every real x ∈ Sch(∅′), there is realMartin-Löf random real z∗ ∈ High(ML, Sch(∅′))
so that x is z∗-random. Fix a real x ∈ Sch(∅′) and a real z = ⊕n∈ωzn as in Corollary 4.11. Since z is LR above all the low reals,
by Corollary 5.3, z ∈ High(ML, Sch(∅′)).
Note that x is ⊕i≤nzi-random for every n. So by van Lambalgen’s Theorem, zn+1 is x ⊕ (⊕i≤nzi)-random for every n. By
Theorem 5.1, there is a Martin-Löf random real x∗ ⊕ z∗ = x⊕ (⊕n∈ωz∗n ) as in Theorem 5.1 (viewing x as z−1). Obviously z∗
is LR-above all the low reals. By Corollary 4.2, z∗ ∈ High(ML, Sch(∅′)). By van Lambalgen’s Theorem, x∗ is z∗-random. Since
x =∗ x∗, x is also z∗-random.
For (2). By (1),Σ(Sch(∅′)) exists. Thus by Proposition 3.4,Σ(Sch(∅′)) = High(ML, Sch(∅′)). 
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6. Some remarks on other randomness notions
It is clear that both Π and Σ are undefined over A if A is weaker than ML. One may ask whether both mapsΠ and Σ
are defined over all the randomness notions stronger than ML. The answer is no.
Theorem 6.1 (Downey et al. [4]). Low(W2R,ML) = Low(ML,ML).
Suppose that Π(W2R) exists, then Π(W2R) = Low(ML,ML). Pick up a Martin-Löf random real x which is not weakly-
2-random, then x is Martin-Löf random relative to any real in Low(ML,ML), a contradiction.
We do not knowwhetherΣ(A ) can be undefined for some randomness notionA stronger thanMartin-Löf randomness.
For the weak-2-randomness, Barmpalias et al. have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2 (Barmpalias et al. [2]). For any real x, x ∈ High(ML,W2R) if and only if for any function f ≤T ∅′, there is a number
n so thatΦxn(n) ↓ and f (n) = Φxn(n).
But we do not know whether Theorem 6.2 can be used to show the existence ofΣ(W2R).3
Highness properties related to several other randomness notions stronger than Martin-Löf randomness were explored
in [2]. But we do not know whether the characterizations exist.
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